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Unit 1A, Furnham Close Industrial Estate,
Furnham Road, Chard, Somerset, TA20 1DA

www.redstart-design.com

email: inquiries@redstart-design.com

Our objective is to provide high
quality, productive, customer
focused solutions, quickly,
effectively and within budget.

redstart//design - Introduction -
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Redstart//Design is an independent company specialising
in design and manufacturing services for the engineering,
automotive and rail industries. Our objective is to provide
high quality, productive, customer focused solutions,
quickly, effectively and within budget.
To address our customers’ needs fully within many
demanding industries, our design and manufacturing
processes are only part of the picture – they must go hand
in hand with an exceptional service. We pride ourselves
on creating long term productive and effective working
relationships with both our suppliers and customers.
Whether you need to establish a professional competitive
edge, solve a costly problem or simply require additional
resource for that important time sensitive project,
Redstart//Design offers a flexible workable solution to suit.
Everything from a single source … This is the demand that
Redstart//Design places upon itself, which is especially
challenging when any given industry stipulates specific
requirements for parts, fabrications or fully integrated
production equipment to name a few.
We all want to deal with people who deliver an exceptional
service because they believe in it, and thrive on it!
We strive for this, it enables our customers’ to respond
better to their demands and contributes to the success of
their business and ours.

Providing engineering support to
take your product from the sketch
pad to the production line.

redstart//design - Design -
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Redstart//Design provides a range of design services
from solving a single design or analysis issue, to a fully
documented design package with an integrated, fully
automated production system.
The use of SolidWorks 3D CAD software enables us to
easily integrate our design information into various
formats for our customers to read or integrate into their
own layouts or designs. The CAD package also allows for
the transfer of our designs into many MS Office and
graphic design applications allowing illustrated parts
catalogues and specific documentation to be created that
can clearly represent the design, process or maintenance
procedure. We can integrate your design data into our
systems and can produce engineering drawings to a
customers standards or drawing format.
We have extensive knowledge in the design and build
of special purpose machines and systems for many
organisations and companies across Europe. The designs
can be stand alone or fully integrated into the production
line process. We always aim to provide the customer with
a single source solution to your design requirements.

We have extensive knowledge in the
design and build of special purpose
machines and systems

redstart//design - Manufacture -
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All of our manufacturing processes are backed by a proven
and recognised quality service and only approved suppliers
are used with a proven track record in providing quality
products with a high level of service.
We have extensive knowledge in the design and build
of special purpose machines and systems and for many
companies across Europe. The designs can be stand alone
or fully integrated into the production line process.
If required we can supply and install equipment on site
using our qualified engineers. We can install during the day
or night, we understand that the availability of the site can
not always be guaranteed during normal working hours.
We can produce to specific requirements checking fixtures
installation tools and site equipment using the latest
technologies and manufacturing processes.
As much as possible and for the foreseeable future all of
our manufacturing work will remain within the UK from
UK suppliers.
As always we aim to provide you the customer with
a single source, taylor made solution for any of your
manufacturing requirements. This is backed by the fact
our customers are communicating with qualified
engineers who can take some of the headaches out
of the manufacturing process.

Systems are designed for many
different situations over a wide
range of industries and end users.

redstart//design - Industrial Identification -

Redstart//Design has gained a good reputation for its
integration of industrial identification and traceability
systems. Within the company we have the expertise
to understand and provide taylor made solutions to
a customers specific requirements. We can provide a
simple manual stand alone machine or a fully integrated
electro/pneumatic production system. Cameras and
vision systems are becoming increasingly important
in many areas, even with the basic machines vision
recognition can help reduce operator error. Systems
are designed for many different situations over a wide
range of industries and end users.
Our focus as a company is providing the right solution
at the right price to the right specification. We always
aim to provide you the customer with a single source,
taylor made solution for any of your industrial
identification and traceability system requirements.
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We act as an engineering resource
to support the engineering work
required to maintain a fully
functioning rail industry

redstart//design - Rail Industry -

Redstart//Design has been involved within
the rail industry for many years and provides
engineering services and equipment to some
of the leading companies responsible for
the maintenance and upgrading of our
rail infrastructure.
We act as an engineering resource to support
the engineering work required to maintain a
fully functioning rail industry. Some of the
dedicated rail services we offer are listed to
the right. If required we can supply and install
various equipment on site using our own fully
skilled engineers. We can install during the day or
night, we understand that the availability of the
site can not always be guaranteed during normal
working hours.
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FESTO
“The innovation leader in industrial
and process automation”

redstart//design - System Technology -

Redstart//Design has developed a good working
relationship with FESTO and now acts as a premier
stockist for their products and services.

FESTO
“The innovation leader in industrial and
process automation”
Over 28,000 catalogue products, plus customer
specific solutions, ready-to-install automation
systems and appropriate services, make Festo and
Redstart//Design the right partner for customers
worldwide. Pneumatic, servo pneumatic and electric
drive technology, valves and valve terminals form
Festo’s standard product range. Then there are sensors,
intelligent compact vision systems and controllers
to ensure perfect communication throughout the
control chain. Finally, the product range is rounded
out by air preparation products, tubing and fittings.
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